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Data:
Run 1 (2.938e19 POT)
Run 2 (3.797e19 POT)

MC:
Run 1 (2.775e20 POT)
Run 2 (3.355e20 POT)
(normalized to the data POT)

Software:
Glen's Code (P0DNCPi0Analysis.C as of June 13, 2:30pm)

Binning: 10cm bins stepping across the p0d. X and Y data are symmetric 
and thus folded: vertices from positive direction are added to negative 
direction.

Data and Software
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Linear Fits

Listed beside each plot is the chi2 of the fit, as well as the 
slope of the line and associated error.

For comparison, both the raw data as well as the ratios are 
fitted.

For Z, only data between -90 and 40 were fit

Slices comprise of ten cm in the given dimension, and the 
whole volume in the other two.
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X Data
Chi2  =   7.46282
p1     =   0.017913  
        +/-  0.0586353
 
X MC
Chi2  =   11.9649
p1     =  -0.0630672
        +/-  0.0364048

X Vertex Position
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Y Vertex Position

Y Data
Chi2  =  15.0868
P1     =  -0.0917328  
        +/-  0.0920622
 
Y MC
Chi2  =   30.3604
P1     =  -0.118166
        +/-  0.0615687
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Z Data
Chi2  =   22.349
P1     =   0.00771762  
        +/-  0.0263394
 
Z MC
Chi2  =   16.2023
P1     =  -0.0292267
        +/-  0.007.63226

Z Vertex Position
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Weighted
Chi2  =   7.46282
P1     =   0.017913  
        +/-  0.0471419
 
Unweighted
Chi2  =   79.5789
P1     =   0.0175439
        +/-  0.0561225

Weighted

Unweighted

Fits with/without errors
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Calculating Systematic

- Fit lines to Data (blue) and MC (green)
- Normalize MC to Data at the edge (red)
- Integrate one step (vertex resolution) from the edge for both 
Data and MC
- Report Fractional Difference
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Results

Vertex Systematic Error:

X: 2.36801% +/- 0.238%   

Y: 1.89394% +/-  0.324%

Z: 4.00162% +/-  0.05904% 

Added in quadrature: 5.0207% +/- 0.406%
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Backup – Vertex Writeup

The position of the vertex within the p0d was studied by looking at the number of 
vertices within varying volumes within the p0d.  Starting at the center, steps of 
10cm were taken in the X, Y and Z direction and studied independently.  Using 
the symmetry of the detector, the X and Y data were studied by distance from 
the center, so that events in the positive and negative directions were added to 
increase statistics.  For the Z direction, the understood efficiencies lead to not 
studying the 5 most downstream 10cm sections of the pod, due to low statistics.  
For each dimension, a linear fit was applied to the data, and the number of 
events within a vertex resolution of the end of the detector was calculated using 
the fit for both Data and MC.  The number of vertices within this volume was 
compared between Data and MC, the fractional difference resulting in the 
systematics of 2.36801% for X, 1.89394% for Y, and 4.40268% for Z, giving a 
total Vertex Position systematic error of 5.3458% 
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Backup – FV Writeup

The effect of the fiducial volume on the reconstruction was studied by 
performing the reconstruction with a  series of different fiducial cuts.  The size of 
the fiducial volume was adjusted around the original values with steps the size 
of the vertex resolution.  The X and Y dimensions were varied together, while the 
upstream Z and downstream Z boundaries were varied independently.  Steps of 
7cm in X and Y were used, resulting in a systematic error of 4.10%.  Steps in Z 
were 10cm, with errors of 3.24% found for the upstream Z variations, and 1.52% 
found for the downstream Z variations.  The systematic error was found for each 
variation by comparing the vertices reconstructed within the new volume as 
compared with the number reconstructed within the original volume.  The 
fractional difference is what is reported.  All together, the systematic error for the 
fiducial volume is 5.44%.
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